NOMINEE PRESENTATION FORM
1. Details of Action:
EWWR Coordinator: Marmara Municipalities Union (MMU)
Name of Action Developer: Bursa Uludağ University
Name of action: Reuse: Waste Collection Event at Bursa Uludag University Campus (id: 26893)
Nominee category: Educational Establishment
European Special Prize: Yes
No
Dates of action: 22/11/21|25/11/21
Website: https://uludag.edu.tr/sustainability
https://uludag.edu.tr/sustainability/haber/view?id=12213&title=we-collected-waste-at-ourcampus--in-european-week-for-waste-reduction
https://uludag.edu.tr/sustainability/haber/view?id=12215&title=waste-to-art
https://uludag.edu.tr/surdurulebilirlik/haber/view?id=12212&title=gonullulerle-birlikte-kampusteatik-topladik
https://uludag.edu.tr/surdurulebilirlik/haber/view?id=12214&title=atiktan-sanata
Location of action
Place of implementation: Bursa Uludag University/Bursa
City: Bursa
Region:
Country: Turkey
2. Please select the theme(s) covered by the action:
Reduce – Strict avoidance and reduction at source
Reuse – Reuse and preparing for reuse
Recycle – Waste sorting and Recycling
Clean-up activities
Thematic Focus 2021: Circular Communities
3. Please give a detailed and precise description of the nominated action (max 1 page)

The total area of the main campus of Bursa Uludag University is quite large, almost 14.41 km².
It is challenging to keep this large area clean if it is only left in the hands of the responsible
staff. The pollution is primarily a result of the unthoughtful behavior of the campus community.
Therefore, we considered the European Week for Waste Reduction an opportunity to launch an
awareness-raising campaign on waste reduction and proper waste management for the
campus community. We also believed that the campus community members would take the
experience of this action into their lives and be models for their social environment.
We organized a two days-event for our EWWR action. The successive events in this framework
took place on November 22 and November 25, 2021. The preparation process took a longer
duration.
The components of these two events were the following:
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1- Preparation Step 1: We asked the campus community to take photos of the polluted
regions of the campus area and send them to our office (BUU Sustainable Campus
Coordinatorship) by stating the location of the polluted place. We organized the waste
collection points according to these photos and locations.
Our invitation to the campus community to take photos and join the event is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Invitation for the campus community to take photos and join our waste collection
event
2- Preparation Step 2: We asked the campus community to write their feelings when they
see such polluted places and send them to our office. We used these expressions in our
information brochures, leaflets, and presentations. Figure 2 shows examples of the feelings
expressed by the campus community in written form.
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Figure 2. Presentation of some of the expressions of the campus community on waste pollution
and integrated with photos
3- Preparation Step 3: We organized a workshop on November 18 to convert recyclable
materials into objects or art products for a group of volunteers from the campus community.
Professors supervised the volunteers by giving advice on the conversion of waste into art
objects. Photos from the workshop can be seen in Figure 3. More than 45 people attended
the workshop.
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Figure 3. Views from the workshop: Volunteers brainstorm on how to convert waste materials
into artifacts under the supervision of professors from Art Department.
4- Action Day 1: “We collect waste at the campus.”
On November 22, at 10.00 am, we met with the campus community in front of the rectorate
building to launch the waste collection event. Rector and vice-chancellors also participated in
the waste collection activity. The attendants were provided with gloves and waste bags.
Students led five groups to visit different regions of the campus and collect wastes at these
regions. At the end of the waste collection activity, the waste collected was weighed and
analyzed to see the fractions and given to the waste recycling company. Some of the
recyclable waste collected was separated by the volunteers at the second-day event. Photos
from the event are shown in Figure 4. More than 150 people joined the waste collection event.
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Figure 4. Photos from the waste collection event (November 22, 2021)
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Approximately 169 kg of waste was collected from the campus at the waste collection event.
The composition of this waste was analyzed and given in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Distribution of waste components collected at the event by weight

5- Action Day 2: “Waste to art”
On November 25, at 10.00 am, we met at the congress center of the university. Several
campus community groups worked on converting the recyclable wastes into art objects at
the lounge. We organized a half-day seminar for awareness-raising on waste reduction and
share the findings, photos and written expressions on pollution. Several professors and
students made presentations at the seminar. The titles of the presentations were "wastes
and our lives," "waste management hierarchy," "wastes in the food chain," "projected waste
management at the campus," "the dreams and targets of the Sustainable Campus Student
Club" and the statistics of the waste collection event. Animation films on waste reduction
were exhibited following the seminar presentations. One of the student club members
played her musical composition for climate change on the piano. The program continued
by visiting the workshops in the lounge to see the art products generated by recycling the
collected waste. A group of volunteers produced musical instruments from recyclables and
gave a mini-concert involving the audience. Among the exhibited products were several
wooden sculptures, which were made from the biomass from the trees at the campus.
The volunteers of the event also made a wish tree from the tree wastes within the campus.
The attendees of the event wrote their wishes and hung the tree. More than 200 people
attended the event on November 25. Figures 6-15 show several aspects and photos from
the action day.
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Figure 6. Announcement of Events on November 22 and November 25

Figure 7. Program for the event “Waste to Art” on November 26, 2021
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Figure 8. Photos from the conference hall, November 26, 2021

Figure 9. A conservatoire student (a member of sustainable campus student club) performing
her own composition on Climate Change, November 26, 2021 (conference hall)
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Figure 9. A student group and their professor doing an experiment on how to obtain hydrogen
from waste aluminum, November 26, 2021 (lounge)

Figure 10. Sculptures from waste woods exhibited on November 26, 2021 (lounge)
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Figure 11. A contribution from a professor as an example of using recyclables exhibited on
November 26, 2021 (lounge)
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Figure 12. Instruments made from recyclables and a mini-concert (secondary school students
from the close neighborhood also attended the event and the mini-concert), November 26,
2021 (lounge)

Figure 13. Contributions of primary school students from the close neighborhood to the event
(Primary school students made pictures for our event, and we exhibited them in our
presentations), November 26, 2021
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Figure 14. Wish Trees From Waste Woods, November 26, 2021 (lounge)

Figure 15. Participation Document Distributed to the Attendees of The Events (Three
documents for three different events of European Waste Reduction Week) (The documents
were signed by the Rector and Sustainability Campus Coordinator of the university)
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4. Please explain why you have decided to nominate this action for a
EWWR Award, following the main criteria listed here below (you can add
additional criteria if needed) (max 1 page):
a) Visibility and communicational
b) Originality and exemplarity
c) Lasting impact and follow-up
d) Quality of content

a) Visibility and communication: How did this action reach people?
The action was announced on official web pages of the university and sent to e-mails of the
university community comprised of more than 60.000 students and 7.000 staff. The action was
also announced on the social media of both the university and BUU Office of Sustainability.
Members of the student club of BUU Sustainable Campus Project also shared the action on
their individual social media accounts. Several primary and secondary level students and
teachers in the neighborhood were also informed and invited to the action. Reminders of the
action were also sent to the campus community. Several local newspapers were informed
about the event.
•

The announcement on the web page of the university:

http://www.uludag.edu.tr/haber/view/12191/atiklari-sanat-eserine-donusturduler
This news was seen by 739 people.
•

The announcement on the web page of the university:

http://www.uludag.edu.tr/haber/view/12142/universitenin-gonulluleri-kampusteki-atiklaritopladi
This news was seen by 869 people.
•

The announcement on the web page of the university:

http://www.uludag.edu.tr/haber/view/11818/kampuste-atik-topluyoruz
This news was seen by 558 people.
•

The announcement on the web page of the university:

http://www.uludag.edu.tr/haber/view/11760/kampuste-atik-topluyoruz
This news was seen by 1276 people.
•

LinkedIn News

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/prof-dr-guray-salihoglu2942120_saesrdaesraeslebilirkalkaftnma-sosyalkalkaftnma-activity6870401359796031489-VQIO
This news was seen by 9140 people.
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•

LinkedIn News

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/prof-dr-guray-salihoglu2942120_ataftkazaltaftmhaftasaft-bursauludaafbaesniversitesi-activity6868555983761756160-iiTN
This news was seen by 15409 people.
There are also many other social media announcements about the events. The students
shared photos, certificates, etc., from their social media accounts.
Newspaper news:
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b) Originality and exemplarity: What makes the action original or innovative?
The following components made our action original and innovative:
1. The preparation steps of the action, which involved taking photos and producing written
expressions on waste pollution,
2. The participatory approach followed during the development of the action,
3. Increasing numbers of the students showing a willingness to participate in the action during
the preparation stages (the action provided the volunteers with a space to share and take part
in waste management),
4. Production of art objects from the collected recyclable waste on the first day of the action,
6. The written expressions of the participants and photos, converted into informative leaflets
and brochures as a result.
7. The event collected the campus community who have been expecting such a social and
environmental event.
c) Lasting impact and follow-up: How will this action have a lasting impact and how will they
follow-up on it?
1. Follow-up tours within the campus area will be organized every two months to see if the
pollution continues at the same places. The photos taken at these tours will be shared with the
campus community. This sharing will remind the event and importance of waste management.
2. The informative leaflets were shared on social media and official web pages of the university.
3. The findings of the necessities of better waste management at the campus were shared with
university staff, and action is being asked. Regular meetings will be made to ask whether the
necessities are met or not.

We evaluated the success of our project with
1.
Number of participants to the waste collection event: Workshop: 45 people, First day
event:150 people, Second-day event: 200 people
2.
The amount of waste collected: 160 kg
3.
The interview feedbacks of the participants: They all expressed their positive feedbacks.
4.
The existence of compositions expressing feelings on waste management: Several
people from the community expressed their feelings with written contributions.
6.
The number of "wish cards" that will be hung to the wish tree that we will generate on the
second day of the event: 50 wish cards
7.
Number of the participants to the workshops: 45
8.
Number of the participants at the conference: 200
d) Quality of content: What makes this action the best?
This action was not an isolated waste collection event; it was an awakening event at the same
time. The components of the action included expressing the feelings occurring because of the
polluted sites at the campus, questioning the reasons for this waste pollution at such a place
with high educated society, recommendations by the campus society on how to end this
pollution. The top administrators of the university, rector and vice-chancellors, attended the
action. There was an opportunity to show the situation at the campus with photos and derive an
action plan on pollution prevention based on the findings.
The action was planned and developed with a participatory approach between professors,
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students, and the university's administrative staff. All of them were volunteers. Waste leaders
were selected among the volunteers.
This action is best because it started an environmental movement between the campus
community that will last long and inspired new actions. The action suits environmental
development goals and social development goals by doing the community work together,
sharing, and encouraging sustainable development.

5. If possible please provide additional information regarding the outcome of the action
(max ½ page):
(Number of participants, feedback from participants, quantity of waste avoided/collected, etc)
This outreach action helped us to create unity between our employees and the community which
we are a part of.
The action reached many people. More than 200 people actively participated in the action. More
than 20000 people heard about the action. The feedbacks from the participants were always
positive stating the power of the event which made the participants think about why we generate
those wastes.
6. If you are nominating this action for the European Special Prize, please explain your
reasons (max ½ page):

7. Please provide us with photos, videos, weblinks or any other material that would
help the jury to better understand the nominated EWWR action. Where possible,
provide basic translation into English.
Web Page of BUU Sustainable Campus Coordinatorship:
https://uludag.edu.tr/sustainability/haber/view?id=12215&title=waste-to-art
https://uludag.edu.tr/sustainability/haber/view?id=12213&title=we-collected-waste-at-ourcampus--in-european-week-for-waste-reduction
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